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In a paper published in 1969, F. C. HSIANG [3] proved the following.
result.

Theorem 1. (a) Let IjJ be positive and monotone increasing and let w be positive'
on (0, A) where O<A;£; + 00. Let p ~ I and suppose that w (x);£;hx for 0 <x<A
and some constant h>O. Then there exists an absolute constant M=M(h,p»O
such that for all positive, measurable, subadditive functions <pon (0, A) we have-

(I)

(b) Moreover, if IjJis positive and monotone decreasing on (0, A) and there are-
I

constants c, k such that O<c<-, k>O, and ljJ(cx);£;kljJ(x) for O<x<A, then
2

the inequality (I) is still valid for some M=M(c, k, h,p»O.

This is not quite the form in which the theorem of [3] was stated, but
is what was actually proved. Theorem I is a generalization of an earlier theo-
rem of R. P. GOSSELIN [1, Th. 1] who dealt with the special case w(x)=X,.
ljJ(x)=x"', OtER. In a later paper [2, p. 258] GOSSELINnoted, in a somewhat
different context, that his result remained valid if the L1-norm appearing on.
the right side (of the special case) of (I) was replaced by the Lp-norm, where'
now O<q<p< 00.

It is the purpose of this note to show that Theorem I can itself be so
extended, and to use this result to obtain a similar comparability result whet)
w (x);£; hx[3(~> I) but A is finite.

Theorem 2. Let 1jJ,<p,w satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem I and let O<q<p< 00-

In case (a) there exists an absolute constant M = M (h, p, q) > 0 such that

(2)

while in case (b), (2) remains valid for some M =M (c, k, h, p, q»O.
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Proof. In case (a) we choose any constant 0 <
1e, = e< - ,
2

and let

A

/q
= J(cpN)qw-I dx. As in [3], let

o

G = {xE(O, A): cp(x) $; (hllog (2 (I-e))tq / ~(x)},

and E = (0, A)\G. Then

so

(3)

As in [3], it follows that for every xE (0, A) there exists Y, zE (ex, (1 - c) x)
n G such that x = Y + z. Since the proof in [3] contains some misprints which
obscure the logic, we provide the proof here. Indeed, if the assertion is false
then there exists x"E (0, A) such that for all y E (exo, (1 - c) xo) we have either
YEEo=En(exo,(I-e)xo), or z=xo-YEEo' i.e. YExo-Eo=EI' Hence

(exo, (I-c) xo) = EoUEI'

Since the sets Eo, EI have the same Lebesgue measure, we have

.or IEo I;:=:;

(~ - e ) xO' so that Eo occupies at least half of the interval (exo,

(1-e)xo)' Since x-I has larger values for x<~xo than for x;:=:;~xo, it the-
2 2

refore follows that
(l-c)xo

J x-I dx:;;;; Jx-I dx.

1 Eo
TXO

Hence by (3),

(I-c) Xo

log (2 (I-c)) = J X-I dx:;;;; Jx-I dx$; h J~;<IOg (2 (I- e)),
1 Eo Eo

2xo

and this contradiction proves the assertion.

Thus for each xE (0, A) we obtain

,(4) cp(x) = cp(y + z):;;;;cp(y) + cp(z):;;;;(hllog [2 (1- e)])l/q / (~ (y) + ~ (z))
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for appropriate y, zEGn(cx,(1-c)x). Since y, z~(1-c)x<x while IjJ is
nondecreasing in case (a), it follows that

~ (x) ~2 (h/log(2 (1- c» tq / Hx) (O<x<A),

so

(:r ~=(:r~q (: ( ~
~(2qh/IOg(2(1-c»t-q)lq /p-q(:r ~.

On integrating over (0, A) and taking pth roots, we obtain (2) with

(5) M = (2q h/lcg (2 (1- c») I/q-I/p.

It is clear that in this case (a), we may take c = 0, and this gives the best
choice for M in (5).

In case (b) we choose that value of CE( 0, ~) such th~_tIjJ(ex) ~ kljJ (x) on

(0, A). From (4), since IjJ is now nonincreasing and y, z ~ ex, we obtain

qJ(x) ~ 2 k (h/log (2 (1- c» tq / IjJ (x) (O<x<A).

The inequality (2) follows as before, but with

(6) M = (2 k)q h/log [2 (1- C)])I/q-I/p.

Corollary. Let w be positive on (0, A), where O<A< 00, and satisfy w(x)~hx"
for some constants h>O, ~> 1. Let O<q<p< 00 und let 1jJ, qJ satisfy the hypo-
theses of Theorem 1. Then the inequality (2) holds with

(7a) M=(2qhA,,-I/log2)I/q-l/p in case (a),

(7b) M=(2k)qhA,,-I/log[2(1-c)])I/q-l/p in case (b).

The proof follows at once from the fact that w (x) ~ hI x on (0, A), for
hI = h A"-l, together with formulas (5) with c = 0, and (6).

Note that a corresponding result holds for the case w (x) ~ hx" (~> 1),
even if A = 00, provided w is bounded on (0, A). For, if

Kw= sup (w (x): O<x<A)< 00

then again w (x) ~ hz x on (0, A) for hz = K~-(1/")hl/". It would be useful to prove
a comparability theorem (even for the case IjJ (x) =1) without the requirement
that w be bounded on (0, A) for ~> 1.
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